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�!q و*2M/ . ا-1G&ة ا-<4L7  م5ورة-7 7%�4=&c* 7ا-5ج&ة�4NGc* . 7و زي م  L�Gc#-ا-5ج&ة ا ، L�Gc#-2/ ا-"7ج4  اM* I5یW%و

�ل *`42�7 زي ا-\s-7، *`42�7 دوای&\L  .2/ آ#7ن\N* 7�4=&c* I5یW% و .h5 اW% ج24/ وو aو R4آ&ام X>ض&وري م R7 آL74=أ a
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vL5"-ا ،X4ا-]&ام ،^Wc-ا A)L Cم ،/L7* @#Wi ،ص(&اء A%  . H4رخ @Lh 7وه&>M7س یN-ا s2bج24/. أ aو vL5% aو.  
  

English translation: 
 
L: Coffee, dates, shafoot1, shurbah2 and samboosa. 
S: What is the samboosa? 
L: The sampoosa comes in triangle shapes, like this. But the flour…. what do they call it… there 
are professional people who make it at home, but we buy it from the grocery store. 
S: Ready to serve? 
 
L: Yeah, well not the samboosa itself but just its wrap. Like...I forgot… there are many brands 
and they advertise it every day before Ramadan3. In commercials they say things like “the best 
samboosa wrap in the world, buy it!” Then we buy the wraps, there are about 360 wraps (one 
wrap per sampoosa) in the packet. Then you take them out one wrap after the other. But first you 

                                                 
1 Shafoot: a cold soup made of yoghurt with pieces of smooth bread soaked in it.  
2 Shurbah: a hot soup made of partially ground oat that had been boiled in meat soup. 
3 Ramadan: one of the months in the Islamic calendar when Muslims have to fast. 
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have to make the filling. The filling is usually made of daqa, which is ground meat. You make 
the ground meat with onions, green pepper and potatoes sometimes. You shouldn’t put [in] sauce 
or canned tomato or ground red pepper sauce, because then it will become too red, and it should 
look somewhat yellow. I don’t know why, maybe because it tastes better. Then you make the 
Kushna, which is the fried onions, potatoes and green peppers, then you put the daqa on this 
fried mixture and you get the filling. Then you take a wrap, one wrap after the other and put 
some filing in it and fold it. For the folds to stick together, we make something like glue from 
flour. We mix some flour and water; we add the water till it becomes a thick liquid-like 
substance. We use this to glue the wrap folds together, then we fry it. 
There is another type of samboosa: we knead the dough like bread and we roll it out so it 
becomes a long, round sheet. You should have a lid, a kettle lid for example, or the lid of 
anything, it should be round.  You need something round—the size of my hand—with which you 
will cut the sheet of dough into small, round pieces. Then you take this piece of round dough, it’s 
round right? Then you take it and put the filling in the middle and fold it from the middle (so it 
looks like a boat). Then you start folding the ends and then fry it. This is called the Hadrami 
samboosa.  
There is also the Bagia. The bagia is made of ground grains that look like black eyed peas. We 
soak these grains for about 24 hours. Then we crush them in a blender with tomato, garlic, green 
pepper and green coriander. Most people mix this in the blender, but because my mom likes old 
traditional things, she has a traditional stone grinder. We have a stone rolling pin and a stone 
base to grind grains manually. We take the bagia grains and put them in the middle and grind 
them.  Then we take the ground grains and we put them in a mold that shapes them in nice, 
round, small pieces. Then we fry it as well. After iftaar4 it’s important to have something like 
pudding or jelly or sometimes labania, which is custard. We make custard with milk, it looks 
like pudding but with yellow color and different taste, people usually buy it because it’s cheap. 
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4 Iftaar: the time when Muslims break their Ramadan fast; it’s around sunset. 


